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ABSTRACT
A method to control a large bore, slow speed diesel engine utilizing
a digital computer has been developed. The particular engine selected for
the study was of the direct drive reversing type coupled to a fixed-pitch
propeller.
In order to control a propulsion plant and avoid a costly experimental
program, one must be able to model the plant. Adequate models for this
purpose have been developed by others, except that no models for reversing
a diesel engine with a fixed-pitch propeller were found in the literature.
Therefore, a model for reversing the slow speed engine was constructed.
Computer simulation was carried out on the Interdata TO and IBM 1130 com-
puter facilities at M.I.T. utilizing the Dynamic System Simulation Program
(DYSYS) developed by the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
A hardware survey covering sensors, signal processors /converters
,
mini computers (process control), actuators, and display devices was con-
ducted. From the results of this survey, equipment for control of an actual
engine could be selected.
A scheme for control of the engine was constructed and carried out to
the logic flow diagram level. An estimate of the computer size needed to
accomplish the control process was made. In addition, a brief discussion of
problems associated with automation and the state of the art was also in-
cluded.
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A. Automatic Control as an Aid to the Maritime Community
Automatic controls "bring several possible advantages to the ship owner/
1
operator:
(1) Improved conditions for the crew by transferring tedious repeti-
tive work to automatic operation.
(2) Savings due to more efficient use of the crew; i.e., "by transfer-
ring personnel from watchkeeping to day work, more overall maintenance work
may be performed.
(3) An increase in the availability of the ship due to an improved de-
gree of operation and maintenance.
(h) Savings in operating costs due to improvements in the efficiency
of the machinery.
(5) Reduced ship manning levels.
(6) More rapid sensing, alarming and rectification of propulsion plant
maloperation.
The word possible is stressed because the above are potential advantages and
become reality only when automatic controls are properly applied and utilized.
It is obvious that automatic control when it is not necessary or even de-
sirable will lead to different results.
B. Why Digital Control ?
Shipboard automatic control systems in the past have generally been of the
pneumatic, hydraulic, electric or combination type. The control loops and
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alarms usually associated with these schemes have generally consisted of
isolated systems operated "by variations in only one parameter, for example,
cooling watsr temperature, or lubricating oil pressure. A need exists for
coordination of these isolated systems. Two basically different methods
for accomplishing this are analog and digital.
Analog systems have been used extensively in the past and abound in nature;
most propulsion plant control parameters such as pressure, temperature,
level, etc., are analog in nature. Practically speaking, there are many
more analog than digital transducers. However, extremely precise, large,
spread out analog systems are generally not seen. Logging of analog systems
is by strip chart recorder, and although simple to operate and economical,
logging of a large number of inputs can be cumbersome, and data reduction
and retrieval is difficult.
Most of these shortcomings are eliminated by using digital control systems.
Digital signals are easily transmitted for greater distances than analog
signals, and although their logging systems may be more complex than the
strip chart, this is overshadowed by the ease of information retrieval.
Digital logging of hundreds of input signals such as might be required in a
complex control system can be accomplished by digital equipment at much less
2
cost than with strip recorders
.
Once digital logging equipment has been installed in ships, as it is widely
being done today, then "...the natural step forward... is computer control,
either in a simple form in which conventional control loops are retained
and certain remedial actions are instigated by the computer when an alarm
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condition occurs , or in a more comprehensive form in vhich the computer
takes over the duties of the separate control loops." 3 Additional reasons
for the "natural" step to computer control are the increasing size and com-
plexity of modern propulsion plants, and the benefits accrued by searching
for maximum efficiency realizing that small percentage changes in the uses




As mentioned previously, most propulsion plant parameters are analog in
nature, and at first glance since digital transducers at competitive prices
are not readily available, this might pose a problem. However, this poten-
tial trouble area is eliminated by the large number of analog to digital
(A/D) and digital to analog (D/A) converters that are available to the sys-
tems engineer.
Direct digital control, where the digital computer performs the control cal-
culations, gives the control engineer the greater design flexibility (he is
not tied down to conventional controllers), and control performance can be
improved (there is no effective limit to the precision of digital computa-
tion)
.
Digital computers can also be applied in a variety of areas of the ship other
than the machinery area. For example: ^ '
(1) Loading/unloading operations : to minimize turn-around time; reduce
manning requirements; issue documentation; monitor tank levels and environ-
ment.
(2) Navigation : route planning; fixes and other calculations; colli-
sion avoidance; steering control.
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(3) Administration : statistical analyses; record keeping; stock/
inventory control; payroll.
(U) Other : strain calculations; stability calculations.
C. Historical Development /State of the Art
1. Automatic Control in General Automatic control of ships
systems utilizing a digital computer is still a new technique, and only
slightly older is automatic control of shipboard machinery in general.
For a number of years, automatic controls have been successfully applied
in a variety of industries. The maritime community, until very recently,
however, has not been as "progressive" as its land-based counterparts. As
early as i960 the principles of automatic controls were well known to de-
signers and engineers in the marine field, but it took five years before
any significant portion of new construction or even designs for ships not
yet built had sufficient automation features for unattended machinery spaces
7
to be considered. According to at least one authority, the reasons for
this delay were
:
(1) Control equipment offered the marine industries had been primarily
developed for land installations, and when subjected to heat, vibration, and
humidity of the magnitude found in shipboard machinery spaces , many instru-
ments failed and modifications were needed.
(2) Compared with the land market, the marine industry's needs were
small and many control system manufacturers simply turned their attention
toward brighter prospects
.
(3) A reluctance of marine engineers to foresee the ultimate use of
controls engineering aboard ship; i.e., the unattended machinery space.
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(U) Doubts "by the marine community as to the reliability of auto-
matic controls
.
(5) Governmental authorities and societies were slow to react to
progress made in automatic controls, and required that engineers should
spend a certain number of years in engine rooms prior to certification.
(it had always been done that way!)
Thus there were both technical and psychological barriers to overcome be-
fore automatic control could become a universally accepted reality. Through
the I960' s both these problems were gradually overcome.
Although isolated individual components had earlier had automatic controls
,
in 196l when the Mitsui-built KINKASAN went to sea it was correctly hailed
o
as the first automated ship. This ship displaced 9T00tdw and was propelled
by a 12,000 bhp Burmeister and Wain low speed diesel with three auxiliary
diesel generators for electrical power. Her auxiliary boiler had automatic
combustion controls and feedwater regulation. Other features included:
bridge control of the main engines; automatic recording of cylinder liner
and exhaust gas temperatures and orders on the engine telegraph. The main
air compressors and fuel oil transfer pumps stopped automatically, and fuel
oil temperature was automatically controlled. Cooling water valves for the
diesels were remote controlled by the watchkeeper from an air conditioned,
soundproofed control room.
By 1963, awareness of automatic controls had increased and a significant
number of papers on the subject were being read before institutions de-
voted to the advancement of marine engineering. At this stage, although it
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was acknowledged that automatic controls enabled the numbers of watchkeepers
to be reduced, no attempt to coordinate and rationalize automatic controls
for unattended operation of the machinery spaces was reported.
In 196U the East Asiatic Company's ANDORRA, put to sea and operated at night
with an unattended machinery space; this ship was followed shortly by sever-
al others. Their features included thermostatically controlled cooling sys-
tems, automatic engine shutdowns on failure of the lubricating oil system,
automatic control of auxiliary machinery, and comprehensive alarm systems
including bilge level and fire alarms that operated on the bridge and in
9
the engineer's accommodations.
After 1966, automatic controls spread rapidly. The sound isolated, air
conditioned control room became common. Data logging equipment began to be
used, including features which: (l) automatically operated alarms for off-
limit readings; (2) periodically printed readings and also on demand; (3)
continuously scanned all or at least vital points.
The widespread use of controls first appeared in diesel-powered ships for
two reasons; first, it is more difficult to apply automatic controls success-
fully to the complex combination of boilers, turbines and steam/feed systems,
and secondly, before I960, oil engines dominated commercial propulsion. The
first significantly automatically controlled steam plant was installed in the
RYOYO MARU in 1965. She had a 20,000 shp low head steam turbine and utilized
a television system which enabled one engineer and one rating to operate the
plant. Bridge controls were not fitted, but other controls included: (l)
hydraulic control of the turbines; (2) pneumatic operation of the turning
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gear from the control room; (3) automatic lube oil temperature and gland
steam pressure control; (h) automatic combustion and burner ignition control;




Bridge controls were installed in subsequent steam-propelled ships and the
use of automatic controls spread as in the diesel case. By mid-1969, 23
steam turbine as well as 205 diesel ships qualified for the UMS designation
by Lloyds Register of Shipping.
2. Digital Computer Control
In the early 1960's digital computers first began to be used extensively
for industrial equipment monitoring and process control, especially in the
chemical, electrical power generating and steel industries. As in the case
of general automatic control, marine applications of direct digital control
lagged behind largely because first, "...until recently (i.e., the latter
half of the 1960's) there has been no equipment compact enough, cheap
enough, reliable enough and powerful enough in its control capability to be
economically used aboard ship, ...(and second,) user attitudes...." By
1965, however, feasibility studies were being made to apply computer methods
to ships
.
The first use of a digital computer aboard a ship was probably on the re-
frigerated cargo ship POLAR ECUADOR and her five sister ships built by
Blohm and Voss for temperature control of the cargo holds and monitoring of
the engine room and refrigerating machinery. In 1968 the refrigerated cargo
ship AQUILOK, built in Belgium, was fitted with a computer, which in addi-




and provided warnings of potential collisions.
In 1969, the QUEEII ELIZABETH II was provided with a digital computer whose
purpose was to control the ship's fresh water generating plant, and condens-
er vacuum as well as monitoring main and auxiliary equipments and performing
13
stock control functions for the ship's hotel services.
An important development in computer controls was the 210,000dwt tanker
SEA SOVEREIGN which entered service in late 1969. Built by the Swedish firm
of Kockums , control loops for boiler automatic combustion, water level, su-
perheated steam temperature, and main turbine gland steam pressure, together
with certain controls on the steam generator and deaerator were included.
These functions could also be performed conventionally, and the computer was
also capable of performing navigational calculations, course prediction,
autopilot steering, and limited cargo handling control. The ASEA "Turbodac"
program and System 1700 (2UK work memory) process control computer provided:
(1) alarm monitoring of machinery
(2) trend calculations and recording
(3) alarm printout
(h) data logging; printout every four hours and on demand
(5) bridge control of main machinery
(6) maneuvering log
(7) "economic monitoring" of machinery to achieve "optimum conditions."
The British build 900dwt sludge carrier GLEN AVON has been operating with an
unattended machinery space and without an engineer aboard! The M2112 com-
puter with a memory capacity of i+096 words (l6 bits per word) provides
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multi-interrupt capability, scanning 128 analog and a like number of digital
signals, and prints output on a standard IBM "golfball" typewriter or tele-
printer. A central concept of this scheme is that the computer be capable
of providing shore-side engineers with sufficient information to carry out
maintenance of the ship's machinery. The same computer with an expanded
memory of 8192 words was installed in the stern freeze trawler ST. JASPER.
It provided additional control functions including fault analysis and con-
trol action and trend recording.
The same company that built the automation for GLEN AVON, GEC-Elliot,. also
provided the computer based automation-watchkeeping equipment for a total
of 36 Brazilian operated cargo ships, the first of which was ITAQUICE. The
installation performs automatic trend recording, alarm recording, indication
of machinery malfunction, automatic logging of machinery and maneuvering re-
cording.
In 1969, the Norwegian tanker TAIMYR was equipped with a computer from which
other systems concerned with navigation, an autopilot, machinery monitoring
and data logging have been developed. This system is notable in that it is
modular in both its hardware and softward construction. Similar installa-
tions were later installed in the steam turbine tankers THORSHAVET and
15A
TABRIZ. In this same year, an IBM 1800 with 2UK word memory was in-
stalled in the 10 ,000dwt M.V. ESQUILINO for data acquisition and processing
concerning navigation and automation of machinery eventually envisaged.
A TOSBAC 3000 computer with l6K word memory supplemented by an 80K drum




MARU in some publications) which entered service in 1970. Features of this
installation included:
(1) logging, monitoring and supervisory operation of main and auxiliary
machinery.
(2) fault analysis and initiation of corrective action including engine
speed reduction or shutdown and switching of machinery.
(3) limited health diagnosis of sick crew members.
Four systems and a central computer developed jointly by Nippon Kokan Showa
Shipping and the Oki Electric Company, Ltd. , are being tested in the
26l,000dwt tanker KINKO MARU. The system consists of an anti-collision sub-
system, a ship's speed measuring subsystem, an automatic chart position
plotter and a boiler monitor subsystem. The central computer is an OKITAC
U300 with l6K memory.
Among the latest and most highly automated ships yet at sea are the stand-
ard 255,000dwt turbine tankers SEA SERPENT and SEA SWAN which are the first
of a series. These ships are equipped with a computer system developed by
Kockums of Sweden, probably the first instance that a shipbuilder as op-
posed to a subcontractor has been responsible for the design and supply of
advanced electronic controls involving a computer. The Kockums 530 computer
contains a general purpose digital computer manufactured by Kongsberg
Vapenfabrikk of Norway and incorporated a 2UK memory. The computer system
features emphasize navigation and turbine control and include:
(1) a doppler log and satellite receiver for navigation
.
(2) automatic steering
(3) a Sperry autopilot
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(k) automatic "boiler regulation and combustion control
(5) automatic main engine control taking into consideration ship's
loading and machinery thermal limits.
The M.V. HOEGH MULTINA, a 52,000m 3 LPG carrier goes a step further than
most. Not only does the system carry out a large number of functions con-
cerned with engine monitoring and control, but a separate process computer
analyzes the condition of machinery components and produces data for pre-
ventive maintenance as well as being available as backup for the main
process mini-computer.
From the above, it can be seen that most of the development work in this
field has been done in Europe, and some of the effort was government spon-
sored on a research basis. As of late 1971, there were slightly more than
20 ships at sea with digital computers installed for the performance of a
19
variety of tasks. Due to the relative scarcity of detailed technical in-
formation available, it is not clear how many utilize direct digital control,
3. Scope of the Project/Plan of Attack
It should be clear that the complete design of a direct digital control
scheme (direct digital control is where the computer performs the control
calculations) for a large bore diesel engine is a task of great magnitude
requiring several men a number of months to accomplish. One estimate of
typical software development costs for a program carrying out navigational
and machinery applications is two to eight man years! In addition, under
optimum conditions, there should be collaboration between the control engi-
neer, the machinery designer and the naval architect. Therefore, the scope
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of this project will be similar to a preliminary design effort, and further
effort will be required to translate the control plan into reality.
The main plan of attack in accomplishing the task will be threefold:
(1) Simulation . In order to control a propulsion plant and avoid
possible lengthy and costly experimental programs, one must be able to model
the plant. Adequate models for large bore, low speed diesels have been de-
veloped by others (the work of E. R. Freeman is relied upon heavily in this
paper) , except that no models for the reversing of a direct drive low speed
engine were found in the literature. Therefore, the first task was to de-
velop such a model for the Burmeister and Wain (B/W) 7K98FF engine (also
used by Freeman).
(2) Hardware Survey . If a control scheme were to be implemented, the
designers must obviously be familiar with the hardware available for perform-
ance of the task; i.e., the hardware and software must complement each other.
Therefore, a hardware survey covering sensors, signal processors /converters
,
mini process control computers, data display devices and actuators, was con-
ducted by corresponding with leading manufacturers in the control field.
(3) Logic Design . In an effort to limit the design effort to an amount
that could be feasibly accomplished by one individual, the logic design was
carried out only to the flow diagram level. To do this, analyses of the
functions to be performed, parameters to be measured, and the like had to be
performed. The remaining work to be accomplished if the system were to be
implemented included actual writing of the program for a specific installa-
tion and system testing (no small tasks indeed!). In addition to the above,
a discussion of the problems associated with automation was included.
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Since the main goal of this work is to construct the logic to effect the
control of the diesel engine, the reader will see that the above is con-
sistent with established computer control practice:
"...the control programmer should be familiar with the process to be con-
trolled, the model and control strategy to be employed, the process instru-
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As discussed previously, modeling and subsequent simulation is a very useful
tool to the control engineer. In the diesel engine field, although there is
not an overabundance of literature on the subject of propulsion plant simula-
tion, the work of Freeman is an excellent compilation of available material
and is utilized extensively in the discussion that follows.
In many instances below, it is to be noted that either (l) different al-
gorithms for certain parameters (e.g., shaft losses) could be used, or (2)
optimization studies (e.g., propeller selection) or testing could be performed
to further refine values used in the model, but this work was not considered
to be a part of this project.
2. Low Speed Diesel Engine
2.1 Basic Pelationships
The basic equations pertaining to diesel engines are found in several excel-
2, 3lent references
.
The power produced in the engine cylinders, the indicated horsepower (IHP),
is given by:




P = indicated mean effective pressure (lbs/in 2 )
L = stroke (ft)
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A = total piston area for a multi-cylinder engine (in 2 )
N = revolutions per min (RPM) (two-stroke engine), or RPM/2 (four-
stroke engine)
The available output shaft horsepower, brake horsepower (BHP) after losses
due to friction and internal loads (attached pumps, turbochargers , etc.) is
given by
:
BHP = nmPLA (HP)
33000
"RHP
where: ru = "the mechanical efficiency =m IHP
The mean effective pressure, P, can be measured directly and is proportional
to the energy released by combustion in the cylinder, which in turn is pro-
portional to the amount of fuel injected per each power stroke. The amount
of fuel injected per stroke is constant for a given fuel setting since a
positive displacement pump mechanism is used on most diesel engines.
Rotational power is expressed as the product of torque, x, and rotational
speed, a), and is equal to BHP:






or torque is constant for a given fuel setting regardless of the rpm. The




(l) Although Freeman discussed other models, the preceding was used
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in his simulations, and also in the reversing simulation that follows. It
is to be noted that the model does not produce the oscillatory torque char-
acteristic of internal combustion engines, but that was not considered
necessary for these studies.
(2) References (h) and (5) were initially used to estimate the moment
of inertia of the engine for use in the dynamic equations, and later refined
by reference (12).
(3) Because Freeman used the Burmeister and Wain 7K98FF, for matters of
consistency and expediency the same engine was used in the reversing model
described here. From the test stand data it was found that for the 7K98FF,
torque-fuel settings were not quite linear and therefore were stored in the
computer (see Appendix B)
.
2.3 Reversing
Reversing a low-speed engine is accomplished by the following procedure: '
(1) Fuel setting is positioned to zero;
(2) The starting air and fuel mechanisms (also the exhaust valves in
the case of a uniflow scavenged engine like the K98FF) are set to the "astern"
position;
(3) If necessary, the ship's speed is allowed to decrease until the "re-
versing speed" is reached. (Reversing speed is defined as that speed at which
the torque that can be developed by admitting starting air to the engine in




(h) Cut in starting air;
(5) When the engine has achieved firing speed in the reverse direction,
the fuel setting is advanced to the appropriate position and application
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of air is terminated.
In the reversing model the following parametric values were used:
Initial ship's speed: 12 knots
Time for fuel setting to reach "no fuel"
position: .3 sec.
Time to shift cams for running in astern
direction: 2-3 sec.
RPM at which reversing air cut: 52
Reversing torque developed by the applica- r
tion of air to the engine (U cylinders): 1.090x10 ft. lbs.
Firing speed: .15 rev. /sec.
Time for fuel setting to go from "no fuel"
to "full fuel" setting: approx. k sec.
3. Propeller
The model used to simulate the fixed-pitch propeller was that proposed by
Van Lammeren, Van Manen and Oosterveld for the Wageningen B. Series. In
this model, the non-dimensionalized thrust and torque coefficients are rep-
resented in the form of a Fourier series as a function of hydrodynamic pitch




where: V^ = propeller speed of advance (ft. sec.)
N = propeller rotational speed (rev. /sec.)
D = propeller diameter (ft.)
The non-dimensionalized thrust and torque coefficients, dp and Cg, are given by
K=M
Cnf = I A(K)cos(Kg) + B(K)sin(K3)
K=0
K=M




The thrust (T) and torque (Q) are then found by using the relationships
T = C* tap[v£ + (0.7ttKD) 2]J D
2
j (lb)
q = Cq kpcvl + (O.T^ND) 2 ]^ D 3 | (ft-lb)
Reference (8) shows that the values of the coefficients A(K), B(K), C(K),
and D(K) as calculated by a 10-term series very closely approximate the meas-
ured characteristics of the B Series. As in the work of Freeman, the B U-70
screw (but with a 23-foot diameter) was used in the reversing model, although
coefficients are also presented for others in the series in the reference.
As will be shown later, the propeller moment of inertia must be calculated
for use in the dynamics equations. The moment of inertia of the propeller
was estimated using references (9) and (12) with an allowance of 25$ of the
10
inertia for added mass.
k. Shafting
As in the work of Freeman and others, shaft friction losses are represented
in a "table-look-up" form in the simulation. Information from Burmeister
and Wain indicated that these losses accounted for about 10$ of rated torque
at design load, and thus the shaft friction torque, Q^, was approximated by
the expression:
Qf = 25000 (ft-lbs) < N < .klf
= 60000 N (ft-lbs) N > .Ul7
where: N = shaft speed (rev/sec)
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5 . Ship Characteristics
To model the ship, a number of characteristics familiar to the marine
engineer must "be considered.
5 • 1 Wake Fraction and Thrust Deduction Factor
The wake fraction, w, determines the velocity at which the propeller is ad-
vancing in relation to the ship velocity, i.e.,
VA = (l-w)V
where: V^ = propeller speed of advance
V = ship speed
w = wake fraction
The thrust deduction factor, t, indicates how much propeller thrust is re-
duced due to hull interaction:
Tl = TOT(l-t)
T]_ = net thrust
where: TQW = open water propeller thrust
t = thrust deduction factor
Freeman provides a discussion of the manner in which these two parameters
have been treated in previous simulation efforts, and in research work to
determine their variation under different ship's speeds and shaft rpm condi-
tions. He concludes ''...it can be seen that there is no general agreement
on the treatment of these two factors. The feeling appears to be that these
two factors are so small that any errors in their treatment will have neg-
ligible effects on the total simulation." Although this may not always
be true, and w and t do vary, this author assumed constant values of wake




As in the case of other characteristics, the manner of treatment of added
mass by various authors has not been universal. Model testing and other
techniques might yield a better number, but a value of 10$ has been used




It is clear to the marine engineer that for the most accurate representa-
tion of resistance, the modeler should use data from actual towing tank
tests, standard series data, or other sources. Since a hypothetical ship
was involved in the reversing model, the expressing for resistance (R):
R = 611.8 V 2
where: V = ship velocity (ft /sec)
was used. This loosely follows from (l) application of the "Propeller Law"
that resistance is proportional to the square of velocity for ships where
the wave drag is small, and (2) equating propeller thrust and approximate
design speed (assumed to be 15-16 kts
.
) for a 90,000-ton displacement ship
driven by a 2^,500 bhp engine.
6. Ship Dynamics
The ship propulsion equations (with no external forces or rudder movement)
are first order, non-linear differential equations:
Thrust
MdV
_ T _ R
dt
where: M = mass of ship ( )
ft




T = thrust (lbs)
R = resistance (lbs)
I M = QD - QF - Qp
where: I = rotational inertia of drive train (lb-ft-sec 2 )
N = propeller speed (rev/sec)
QD = prime mover drive torque (ft-lb)
Qp = shaft friction torque (ft-lbs)
Qp = propeller torque (ft-lbs)
The two equations are coupled through the propeller terms T and Qp. Solu-
tions of the equations were obtained using the Dynamic System Simulation
Program (DYSYS) on the M.I.T. joint Civil Engineering/Mechanical Engineer-
ing Interdata 70 computer. The solution employs a fourth order Runge-Kutta
integration technique.
7. Results
Using the model described above, a simulation of a "crash-back" maneuver








from the simulation. The actual computer program utilized in the simulation
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DIGITAL CONTROL TECHNICAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
1. General
Having reviewed some examples of ships having digital computer control appli-
cations, and presented an analytical model for the low speed, direct drive
diesel engine/fixed-pitch propeller combination, the considerations upon
which the design of a digital control scheme depends are next investigated.
It is upon this foundation that the validity and feasibility of the remain-
ing work rests. Each of these considerations, within the scope of this
project, will be addressed in Chapter V. It should be realized that al-
though many of the items to be discussed are interdependent, they will be
presented individually, and that much of the material is drawn from general
process control theory/practice, there being little published information
concerning details and considerations of shipboard computer installations.
The following is not claimed to be an exhaustive list, but only representa-
tive of technical areas to be considered in the design of a digital computer
control system. Other non-technical areas will be briefly discussed in
Chapter VI.
2. Control Stratesv/Functions to be Performed
2.1 The Basic Scheme
As in any systems analysis related work, before significant work can be ac-
complished, the overall goals, i.e., the control strategy, must be decided
upon. Although in this particular case, direct digital control (DDC) has
been selected as the control scheme, there are many others possible. They
are usually classified according to the degree of direct inclusion of the
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computer in the control loop; " besides IDC, alternatives include (see
Table III-l for definition of terms):
(a) Process monitoring with data reduction
(b) "Off line" and "open loop" control
(c) "On line" but "open loop" control (or "operator guide" control)
(d) "On line" and either "open" or "closed loop" steady state super-
vision of plant control according to external criteria
(e) "Closed loop," "on line" steady state control
(f) "Dynamic" control
The questions that must be answered before the selection of the basic con-
trol scheme is made include: (l) What is to be the role of the operator
in the control scheme? (2) How rapid a response time is required? (3)
How many parameters need to be monitored/controlled? (h) What is the
reliability of each alternative? (5) What is the cost? It is obvious
that if unattended machinery spaces are desired, the degree of inclusion
of the computer in the control process must be high.
22.2 Functions to be Performed
Computer functions in process control may be divided into two categories,
supervisory functions and control functions. In its supervisory role, the
computer assists or guides the operator in making his control decisions
(which may be of an operational or maintenance nature) by presenting him
with accurate and timely information. In its control function, the com-
puter explicitly calculates control action to be taken and either advises
the operator to that effect (open loop) or imposes control automatically





Off-line control—the computer receives information through a non-
machine (human) intermediary.
On-line control—the computer is directly and continuously connected
to the process.
Open loop control—uses the computer to calculate control action,
but has no direct connection to the process; i.e., the operator
must carry out required action.
Closed loop control—control actions calculated and recommended by
the computer are directly applied to the process.
Direct digital control—the computer acts like a conventional con-
troller, and its signal goes to the final control element, such
as a valve actuator.






Regardless of the sophistication of the eventual control system, the neces-
sary starting point for the computer is to determine the current conditions
in the process including the status of instruments
,
process variables , and
equipment. In accomplishing this, many or all of the following may be car-
ried out
:
(a) Sensing instruments are scanned either on a fixed time schedule,
on operator demand or program/process demand.
(b) The sensed "signal" is processed, and checked for instrument or
other error,
(c) Signals are analyzed for trends.
(d) The status of equipment is determined; "forbidden" combinations
of equipment can be prevented.
(e) Several sensing instruments can be analyzed as a group to determine
a particular machinery performance.
(f) Leakage rates can be determined by analyzing level changes.
2.2.2 Process Supervision—Logging and Alarming
The signal from the instrumentation is the medium whereby the computer is
updated about the process. Whether DDC is used or not, certain of this in-
formation must be made available to the operator even in an unattended ma-
chinery installation for such requirements as: (l) follow-up corrective
action after equipment or other malfunction, (2) preventive maintenance, and
(3) plant status at the ship control and power plant control stations and
elsewhere.
The computer is capable of maintaining complete logs, thereby freeing an
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operator from this chore. When necessary, current or previous information
may "be presented on a variety of output devices for analysis, and operator
attention may he called "by several means. Logging is usually done period-
ically, with demand option.
2.2.3 Process Control—Preplanned Control
Fixed or predetermined control action can he carried out "by the computer;
great care must he taken to ensure that it is valid over the anticipated
range of plant conditions. Preplanned control can he applied either as a
standard operating practice or in the form of sequential actions.
Standard operating practice may he used when it is desired to repeat
relatively simple evolutions such as maneuvering (speed changing) and the
like, where a certain response is expected, or in casualty situations where
immediate corrective action is necessary regardless of other plant condi-
tions .
Sequencing control may he used whenever a series of predetermined con-
trol actions needs to he carried out, and considerahle monitoring and logi-
cal checking are necessary hefore proceeding in the sequence. Typical of
these applications is plant (main or auxiliary) startup and shutdown, or
follow-up corrective action after immediate action (by standard operating
procedure) has "been carried out in a casualty situation.
2.2.U Process Control—Regulatory Control
This application is the familiar situation where computer control is applied
to maintain process variables at desired values. A variety of control con-
cepts may he utilized including feedback, feedforward and multivariahle con-
trol (control of many variahles on an integrated basis taking into account
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the complexities of their interrelationships vice simple cascading control).
2.2.5 Process Control—Optimizing Control
This application is usually the most complex, most, expensive, and frequently
the most financially rewarding long-run application of computer control. It
is here that the overall economic implications of the control action are ex-
plicitly and deliberately taken into account. Unfortunately, optimizing
control is not appropriate in all control situations, but when it can be
used, the ability of the computer to combine the consideration of current
variables with physical and economic laws and criterion can be a most power-
ful tool.
Thus, from almost the outset of the control design effort, the overall goals
and scope of the eventual system must be clear in the designer's mind. It
may be possible to perform certain evolutions such as cold plant startup and
shutdown in port manually or this may be performed under computer control;
regardless of the alternative chosen, the impact on the complexity, size and
cost of the control system are obvious
.
3 . Parameters to be Measured/Sensors
The exact parameters to be measured and the frequency of their measurement
will depend on the engine installation to be controlled and the extent of
control to be utilized. A summary of the fundamental measurements to be
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CONTROL PARAMETERS MEASURED IN TYPICAL LOW SPEED DIESEL INSTALLATION 5
Main engine cooling njitem
Pump suction and delivery pressures
Cooler inlet and outlet temperatures
Cooling water tank level gage
Reserve cooling water tank level gage
Outlet temperature of each component cooled
Main engine lubricating oil
Pump suction and delivery pressures
Cooler inlet and outlet temperatures
Sump tank level gauge
Pressures to and from filters
Pressure at turbochargers
Temperature at each main bearing
Pressure at main bearing inlet mainfold
Cylinder lubricating oil pressure
Temperature of propeller shaft bearings
Pressure of oil to reduction gears
Temperature of reduction gear bearings
Temperature of thrust bearing
Main engine exhaust gah
Temperature of gas leaving cylinder
Temperature of gas to and from blowers
Main engine. psieAiuAe changing 4y6tem
Temperature of air at inlet
Air pressure leaving filters
Temperature of air leaving blowers
Temperature of air leaving coolers
Turbocharger speed
Temperature inside scavenge belt
Main engine fiuel oil
Oil pressure to and from high-pressure fuel pumps
Oil pressure to and from heaters
Main engine starting out
Pressure in each air bottle










kva , kvar , kw \
• auxiliary plant only
Mostof the sensors used in practice for measuring parameters are analog,
although some digital transducers are available. A summary of plant instru-
ment sensors which may he used is contained in Table III-2. Selection of
actual hardware may depend on many things including economics, installed
engine instrumentation, size and accuracy of the sensor/transducer , and
response time necessary. A typical list of parameters measured for a slow
speed diesel installation is shown in Table III-3.
h
. Signal Processing and Transmission
k.l Input
Typical basic elements in connecting a process with a computer are shown in
Figure III-l. The components that make up the so-called "front end" of the
information gathering system are necessary to transmit the signal to the
computer, modify the transducer output in terms of magnitude and impedance
to conform to the computer input requirements, remove undesirable frequencies
and noise by filtering, and convert the signal to a form acceptable to the
computer. This task is greatly simplified by "multiplexing" which is simply
the random or sequential switching of many matched and filtered transducer
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outputs into one common conversion device. Multiplexing can take place in
the digital realm, the analog realm, or in the conversion process (analog
to digital or vice versa).
Not all information from the process is in analog form. Besides a few
digital sensors (i.e., temperature, etc.) there are simple switches or on-
off devices which indicate process status, alarm conditions, valve posi-
tions, equipment status and the like which are digital in nature. The basic
digital input channel is similar to Figure III-l except for the absence of
the converter.
Various types of A/D and D/A converters are discussed in many texts, includ-
ing criteria to be used in choosing among them.
k.2 Output
In many ways, the output channel (i.e., to the process) resembles the input
channel (see Figure III-2). To control process functions, the information
developed by the computer program must be put into a form that is compatible
with the terminal equipment which is to receive this information. Unless
these terminal devices can utilize digital signals, digital to analog con-
version (D/A) is necessary, and often an output multiplexer is used in signal
transmission.
In the selection of converters, it is essential that the designer know how
accurate the presentation is (i.e., output versus input), and the speed of
conversion.
7
5. The Central Processing Unit and Related Subjects













stored internally in working storage, directs the operational procedures of
the entire system. Important features of CPU design include word size, in-
struction set and addressing methods, information transfer, and priority
interrupt. Together, these influence programming, effective computing speed,
and storage utilization. In the control of a marine propulsion plant, the
system requirements will, in all probability , allow a "mini-computer" to
be utilized.
Word size and structure of words must be such as to ensure adequate pre-
cision in calculations and to allow direct addressing of any storage loca-
tion within one instruction word.
Instructions in the form of command lists of process control computers
are designed to facilitate process programming. Desirable features include:
(l) commands to transfer variable length blocks of data between storage
units or locations within storage, (2) single commands which carry out more
than one operation, (3) flexible addressing modes for direct and immediate
addressing, (h) address modification by use of index registers. These fea-
tures reduce the number of"housekeeping" instructions, thereby benefiting
the system by saving storage and increasing processing speed.
Information transfer strongly influences the capabilities of the overall
control computer system. The computer should be capable of simultaneous or
parallel transfer. Three possible transfer methods are:
(1) Program entry : every piece of information into or out of the
processor's storage proceeds under direct control of program commands; in-
put and output cannot proceed simultaneously or be overlapped with computa-
tions; use of this method hampers on-line, real time capability.
(2) Direct entry : the input or output device uses a stored read or
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write cycle without otherwise affecting the CPU; this unburdens the proces-
sor, allowing simultaneous input /output functions and computation. The
principal disadvantage is the requirement for external control circuitry
and switching.
Priority interrupt is a design characteristic of the processor that
gives it the ability to suspend work on a program in progress upon receipt
of an interrupt signal, branch to another program in response to this signal,
perform some specified routine, and then return to the original program.
This capability gives the processor a highly efficient means of reacting to
emergency conditions in the plant. Interrupt lines into the computer are
activated by switches, electronic impulses, or other means that can be
internally or externally initiated. Through a combination of hardware and
programming, an interrupt priority system may be established (i.e., the com-
puter will respond to a low lube oil pressure condition even though a fresh
water jacket outlet temperature may be slightly above the alarm point).
Priority interrupt also greatly simplifies real-time programming by allow-
ing greater independence of various routines. It allows complicated program
interleaving of independent routines, while alleviating the burden from the
master program for housekeeping. In fact, program organization may be the
8
prime justification for an interrupt system. In constructing the inter-
rupt features, the designer must have a detailed knowledge of the physical
plant /process dynamics before assigning priorities.
6 . Other Input /Output (I/O) Devices
Besides the signals to and from the process (process I/O), there are two
other I/O categories of concern to the system designer, operator I/O and
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computer I/O. (See Figure III-3.) The operator's channel or console which
would he on the "bridge and/or in the control room, provides the translation
and communication links "between the operator(s) and the propulsion plant.
The computer I/O channel is the basic program loading channel, the output
channel for machine readable information, and the communication link to pro-
grammers and service engineering people for diagnostic input/output.
A growing trend in computer design is to incorporate within the I/O channels
the basic logic and certain control functions to unburden the CPU, for ex-
ample, comparing a measurement with a standard value to detect out-of-limit
inputs. Such features as the above, combined with buffer registers and
other techniques simplify programming and greatly improve the capability of
the control computer system.
Modularity of the I/O sections is common in practice, for the control com-
puter must be flexible enough to be utilized economically in a wide variety
of applications and environments
.
(In particular, one must be extremely care-
ful that all components of the shipboard system can perform satisfactorily
in the at sea propulsion plant environment.) For this reason, control com-
puter systems offer input and output selection capabilities which are easily
expandable in small increments to more than 2000 analog and digital inputs,
several hundred analog and digital outputs, and multiple logging and display
devices
.
























(U) graphic display recording instruments/consoles
(5) digital and analog audio/visual displays
(6) card/tape readers and punches
(7) manual entry devices
11
7. Final Process Elements: Actuators
The last physical element to he considered is the actuator through which
computer control is implemented. Although digital control may favor electrical
actuators, there are three categories of actuators from which to choose:
Hydraulic : may be single or double acting; linear or rotary motion ob-
tainable. Advantages include: (l) high efficiency at full power and speed;
(2) smooth, stepless
,
positive motion over a great velocity range; (3) ex-
tremely high output power and velocity for given size and weight; (h) fast
acting; (5) can be designed to fail 'as is' on loss of power. Disadvantages
include: (l) need for separate hydraulic system; (2) high pressure oil implies
fire hazard if have a component containment failure.
Pneumatic : widely used where speed of response not a vital factor; can
be similar in design to hydraulic, but also has a diaphragm feature. Ad-
vantages include: (l) inexpensive; (2) no fire hazard; (3) operators general-
ly familiar with pneumatics since widely used; (h) stored air can be used on
loss of compressor. Disadvantages include: (l) needs separate air supply;
(2) relatively slow acting; (3) low efficiency; (U) needs relatively com-
plicated locking device to be held in place on loss of air supply.
Electric : when used with a computer, eliminates need for an electric/
hydraulic or electric/pneumatic converter; motion can be linear or rotary;
three phase ac motors most commonly used. Advantages include: (l) no ex-





suitable for use in explosive atmospheres; (2) low power/weight ratio; (3)
maintenance relatively complicated.
Selection of actuators for a specific application must clearly be governed
by the technical aspects of the plant or by economic requirements or both.
Factors influencing the choice include:
Environmental Life Cost
Atmosphere Short Limited







Rotary or linear mo-
tion
Speed of response








8. Back-up Control /Reliability
Although it is not within the scope of this paper to analyze in detail specific
system reliability, the designer cannot ignore the fact that failures will
eventually occur to some components in the control system.
In discussing reliability, one must first define what constitutes failure
in the sense of loss of control. Loss of an individual input or output line
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is to be expected more frequently than failure due to the CPU. Because
individual channel failures may not cause system shutdown, the maximum
number which may be out of service at any one time will have to be estab-
lished.
In those instances where the control system is partially or completely in-
operable, backup means must be available. Possibilities include:
(1) Manual control devices inherent in the plant equipment, e.g.,
locally mounted indicators or hand-operated valves, etc.
(2) Simplified manual controls to be operated from the central con-
trol room with independent (from the computer system) instrumentation for
the operator.
(3) Complete and independent analog control loops.
(k) Redundancy in the digital system.
Each of these alternatives has its drawbacks, most notably the latter two
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This chapter deals with the particulars of the DDC installation for the low
speed diesel engine. Besides a description of the engine (highlighting
only those features having impact on the control system) , control strategy
to be employed, and parameters to be monitored/controlled, typical charac-
teristics of equipment suitable to accomplish the task is presented (data on
the equipment was obtained by a survey of manufacturers).
2. The Engine X ' (See Figure IV-1
.
)
2.1 General Data and Arrangement
The K98F engine (of which the TK98FF engine is a seven cylinder reversible
marine version) is a high pressure, turbo-charged, longitudinally scavenged,
single acting, two-stroke, crosshead type with centrally arranged exhaust










































Note: (l) Weight of engine (metric tons) = (wt. coeff.) x (no.
of cylinders + l)
(2) Overall length of engine (mm) = (length coeff.) x (no.
of cylinders + 2)
The cylinders are divided into two groups , between which is the chain drive
for valve motion and fuel pump drive. The scavenging air manifold extends
the length of the engine. A characteristic of the engine type is the system
of vertical through bolts extending from the top of the cylinder frames down
through the scavenging air boxes, A-frames and bedplates.
2.2 Cylinder
—k
Each cylinder liner is suspended in a heavy cast-iron cylinder frame located
on top of the scavenging air box. Cooling water (fresh water) for the cyl-
inders flows between the liner and the frame. In the cylinder cover are
holes provided for the exhaust valve, indicator cock, and cover cooling
water connections
.
2.3 Piston/Piston Rod and Crosshead
The pistons are cooled by oil supplied from the forced lubrication system of
the engine. The oil is passed to the cooling space of each piston via tele-
scopic pipes leading to the crosshead, through ducts in the crosshead, and
up the piston rod through a bored passage. Each piston has six rings. The
crosshead bearing surfaces consist of two guide shoes which are white-metal
lined with grooves being cut horizontally in the face to ensure an adequate
supply of lubricating oil. A piston rod stuffing box and diaphragm arrange-
ment separates the crankcase from the upper part of the engine. Outlet cocks
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help detect the condition of the sealing and scraping rings; leakage of air
shows that the sealing rings are out of order and an excess oil discharge
means that the scraper rings are in need of examination.
2.U Connecting Rod and Mainbearings
All hearings, i.e., crosshead, "bottom-end and top-end of the connecting rod
and main bearings, are lubricated from the engine forced-lubrication system.
Oil pipes from the supply header are led to the main bearing covers. Thence,
the oil passes through radial holes to the longitudinal hole in the crank-
shaft journal pieces , continuing through holes in the crankwebs and crank-
pins to the bottom-end bearings. Ascending through the longitudinal holes
in the connecting rods
,
the oil lubricates the top end bearings and guide
shoes, and then flows outward into the crankcase.
2.5 Thrustblock
The thrustblock is normally incorporated in the bedplate at the aft end of
the engine, but it may be a separate unit if so desired. The thrust block
is of the single collar, pivoted-pad type. The thrust bearing is lubricated
from the forced lubrication system of the engine.
2 .
6
Camshaft Chain Drive and Exhaust Valve Actuating Gear
The camshaft which actuates the exhaust poppet valves and the fuel injection
pumps is driven from the crankshaft by a transmission system which consists
of two roller chains of identical size. The valve actuating cams and rollers
are lubricated by oil, which circulates in a closed circuit separate from the




The exhaust valve is situated at the center of the cylinder cover and is
kept closed by two sets of helical springs. The exhaust valve is cooled
by fresh water which passes to it from the cylinder cover.
2.8 Fuel Injection Pump, Valves, Regulation and Filtering
Each cylinder has one injection pump which is actuated by the camshaft men-
tioned previously. Fuel flowing through the pump body keeps it suitably
heated. The roller guides of the fuel pumps, and also the valve gear, are
lubricated from a special pressure-oil system.
There are two fuel injection valves for each cylinder. The valves are cooled
by diesel oil; stored oil from the diesel oil tank is drawn by an electrical-
ly-driven pump and circulated through all the fuel valves, thereby forming a
separate circuit.
For regulation, each pump plunger has two milled recesses, each limited at
one side by a steep helical ridge. Regulation is effected by turning the
pump plunger, by which the helical edges alter their position relative to
the pump inlet holes
.
Between the priming or surcharging pump, and the fuel injection pumps there
is arranged a fuel oil filter whose function is to remove extraneous matter
from the ^uel oil before it reaches the injection pumps and fuel valves.
2.9 Cylinder Lubrication
Each cylinder has its separate lubricator driven by a helical wheel drive
from the camshaft. The lubricator consists of a reservoir in which are ar-




2 .10 Governing/Regulating Gear and Reversing Mechanism
The engine rpm can be varied over all speeds (above minimum) up to the maxi-
mum speed of the engine. A hydraulic governor of the Woodward make is pro-
vided to maintain approximately constant revolutions in all circumstances.
The deflection of the governor is transmitted through a pull-rod arrangement
to the fuel pumps . The fuel delivery of these pumps is regulated according
to the load. The governor is mounted on the upper chain transmission casing
and is driven from the intermediate shaft of the chain drive together with
the starting air distributor. In the case of failure, an electric generator
fitted on the end of the camshaft actuates a solenoid valve which, through
an air cylinder moves the fuel pumps to the no-fuel position. The starting/
reversing mechanism positions cams for starting air, fuel pump and exhaust
valve timing.
2.11 Turbocharger
For the seven-cylinder engine, scavenging and charging air are supplied by
two exhaust-gas driven turbo-compressors . The forward turbocharger supplies
cylinders 1-U , and the after, 5-7. Atmospheric air is drawn into the centri-
fugal compressor through a silencer in which a filter is incorporated. Com-
pressed air passes through a sea water cooler before entering the air mani-
fold on the engine. The turbine is a single-stage unit, as is the centri-
fugal compressor. The turbocharger is lubricated by its own individual lube
oil system.
2.12 Cooling Water Systems




The fresh water system cools cylinders, cylinder covers, exhaust valves and
the turbo-compressors and includes an elevated head tank and associated
electric-driven pumps
.
The salt-water system supplies water to the air cooler, the lube oil coolers
the freshwater heat exchanger, and fuel oil and turbocharger oil coolers if
installed. A simple schematic of the cooling water systems is shown in
Figure IV- 2. Duplication of pumps/heat exchangers is not shown.
2 .13 Lubrication
There are several individual lube-oil systems as mentioned previously:
Main engine lubrication system : circulates oil from the crankcase
sump through a separator and cooler before going to the bearings and cooling
the piston.
Cylinder lubrication system : oil is circulated by individual cylinder
pumps driven from the main crank by the chain and cam mechanism described
earlier
.
Camshaft lubricating system : as described earlier, a separate system
is used to lubricate the camshaft mechanism.
Turbocharger lubricating system : the turbocharger lubricating system
is also a separate system.
A typical simplified system diagram for the lubricating systems described
above is shown in Figure IV-3.
2.lU Other Auxiliary Equipment














(1) Air compressors (for starting air);
(2) Fuel oil booster pump, preheater, filter and equipment for
heavy fuel operation (which may include a filter, separator,
several tanks with heaters and one or more pumps).
3. Control Strategy /Functions to "be Performed
As discussed in Chapter III, one of the tasks for the system designer is to
determine the overall goals of the control system and state explicitly what
the control system will accomplish. The goals of the control system should
include the achievement of superior economical and technical operation of
the diesel propulsion plant. This can he accomplished by "unattended"
machinery spaces , and automation only where it will achieve the overall
goals (as opposed to unnecessary automation). The following is a list of
the proposed functions of the control system:
(a) Monitoring of the plant including detection and indication of alarm
conditions
.
(b) Logging of plant parameters and conditions at required intervals and
indication (display or printout) on demand.
(c) Trend analysis recording and display.
(d) Logging engine orders and responses.
(e) Remote control of plant from bridge.
(f) Automatic control of propulsion plant temperatures, pressures, levels,
etc., including auto starting of auxiliary equipments.
(g) Performance of faiilt analysis and corrective action on alarm conditions
It was decided not to include: (l) cold plant startup /shutdown sequences
due to their complexity and the fact that they could be performed manually
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by ship personnel when necessary, and (2) elaborate preventive maintenance
evaluation such as used in reference (3).
U. Parameters /Conditions to be Monitored/Controlled
The plant parameters /conditions that should be monitored and/or controlled
include
:
Main Engine F. W. Cooling System
Pump differential pressure
FW/SW cooler inlet and outlet temperatures
FW expansion tank level
Reserve cooling water tank level (if installed)
Outlet temperature of: (l) each cylinder
(2) each turbocharger
Pump status (on/off)
Main Engine S.W. Cooling System
Injection temperature (i.e., seawater temperature)
Pump differential pressure
FW/SW cooler inlet and outlet temperatures
Lube oil cooler inlet and outlet temperatures




Engine Lubricating Oil Systems
Main engine pump suction and delivery pressures (or differential
pressure)
Cooler inlet and outlet temperatures
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Lube oil to engine temperature
Sump tank level
Pressures to and from filters (or differential pressure)
Temperature at each main bearing
Pressure at main engine bearing inlet manifold
Temperature of thrust bearing segment
Pressure of piston cooling oil
Flow at piston cooling oil outlet
Cylinder lube oil pressures and flows
Cylinder lube oil tank level
Turbocharger lube oil tank level
Turbocharger oil pressure and temperatures
Camshaft oil pressure
Pump status
Fuel Injection Valve Cooling System
Pump discharge pressure
Temperature of oil to and from header
Pump status
Main Engine Exhaust Gas System
Temperature of gas leaving each cylinder
Temperature of gas to and from turbochargers
Main Engine Pressure Charging System
Temperature of air at inlet
Air pressure in scavenging receiver
Temperature of air leaving turbocharger
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Temperature of air leaving coolers
Turbocharger speed
Turbocharger vibration monitor
Temperature inside scavenge belt
Main Engine Fuel Oil System (less heavy oil section)




Main Engine Starting Air System
Air bank pressure
Pressure in starting air manifold on engine
Compressor status
Other Engine-Related Items








5- Basic Control System
The basic hardware system for direct digital control of the 7K98FF engine
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is shown in Figure IV-U and discussed below:
Process Inputs— inputs from analog and digital transducers for the
monitored/controlled variables discussed previously are passed through signal
processing devices, an input multiplexer and analog-to-digital converter
(analog inputs only).
Central Processing Unit (CPU)—the capacity of the CPU will be estimated
in Chapter V.
Control Room and Bridge Panels—these panels are for display (alarms,
conditions, etc.) and informational inputs (engine orders, etc.); the bridge
console will contain less capability than the control room, but sufficient
for unattended machinery space operation.
Other I/O Equipment—teletypes and/or typewriters can be used for logging
and alarm printouts ; additional system flexibility is added by having card
reader/punch equipment.
Process Outputs—analog and digital control outputs are sent to the pro-
pulsion plant (process).
6. Interrupt Hierarchy
The control system must be able to respond rapidly and logically to casual-
ties in the propulsion plant. To accomplish this, a priority list of inter-
rupts based on reference (h) has been devised (see previous discussion of
interrupts in Chapter III):
1. System override (to be used only when operator determines safety of
the ship is at stake despite other problems).
2. Maneuvering.
3. Low lubricating oil pressure to engine or thrustbearing.
















5. Low level turbocharger lube oil tank.
6. Low flow piston cooling oil outlet.
7- Low lube oil pressure to camshaft.
8. Low cooling water pressure.
9. Excessive turbocharger vibration.
10. High lube oil temperature.
11. High cooling water temperature.
12. Demand printout and trend analysis.
7. Component Hardware Survey
As a part of the design effort, over 100 letters were written to selected
manufacturers in an effort to ascertain the availability of components re-
quired for accomplishment of the control scheme. Replies were received from
approximately 60 of them, and roughly 10% of the material described compo-
nents thought to be capable of operating in the shipboard propulsion plant
environment
.
It is to be emphasized that what was accomplished was a survey. The material
presented in this report is not intended to be an exhaustive representation
of hardware available, but only what is typically found. Matching of indi-
vidual components (voltage, current impedance, etc.), which may be a difficult
problem in practice, was not considered to be within the scope of the project,
and therefore was not attempted.
A brief summary of the results is included below, with more detailed specifi-




Information was received covering the following sensors:
a. Temperature detectors—resistance temperature detectors (RTD's)
and thermocouples
.
b. Pressure /differential-pressure transducers—information on a
wide variety of devices covering high and low pressure ranges was received.
c. Liquid level—only one response was received, but suitable
equipment is manufactured by a number of firms.
d. Other sensors—these include flame detectors, displacement (vi-
bration) probes, torque and thrust meters, and tachometers; as above, a
limited number of replies were received, but others manufacture similar equip-
ment .
7-2 Multiplexers and A/D, D/A Converters
A number of firms are engaged in this field and selection is from a variety
of products; as in other areas of hardware systems design, it cannot be over-
stressed that matching of sensors with other "front end" equipment, and the
subsequent matching of this equipment with the computer must be addressed in
the practical application.
7-3 I/O Devices
A limited number of replies covering teletypes, printers, graphic recorders
and CRT's were received, but a large number of product lines in these areas
exists on the market. Information on four data logging systems, including




7 .h Central Processors
There are many small process control computers on the market. Unfortunately,
most of the ones applied in shipboard use in the past have been of foreign
manufacture, and ones covered by this survey are of domestic origin.
7.5 Actuators and Interface Equipment
Actuators and associated interface equipment are highly dependent on terminal
equipment selection (valves, etc.), and so the information presented is only „
a sample of what is available.
7 .6 Whole Plant Computer Control Packages
A limited number of firms market process control packages adaptable to cus-
tomer requirements. Of those replies received in this survey only ASEA's
"Dieseldac" and IHI's TCM 2kD have had marine application in the past, but
others are included to show what is available in industrially originated
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Design of the logic to implement the previously determined control strategy
and functions is the final phase within the scope of this project. It is
also as far as a design team could proceed in an actual system design until
specific hardware was selected. Based on the strategy, functions to be per-
formed, logic development presented herein, and the sizes of similar projects
aboard ships, an estimate of process control computer size to implement this





The functions that the computer system is to perform (see Chapter V.) car-
be grouped into three types: (l) the recording functions; (2) the super-
vising functions; and (3) the control functions (see Figure V-l) . These
three types are categorized by the nature of the action taken by the process
control computer. If the output is in the form of typed or printed records
to be examined later, the computer is said to be performing a. recording
function. If the output is in the form of signals to the operator, the com-
puter is said to be performing a supervising function. If the output is in
the form of signals transmitted to control the process, the computer is said
to be performing a control function.
2.1 The Operating System
To sequence and control these three functions, a coordinating routine (called





Th e primary tasks assigned to an operating system for on-line control are
to schedule and execute the various programmed control assignments, co-
ordinate the servicing of interrupts, supervise I/O activities, analyze
and correct computer malfunctions, and oversee hulk-storage transfers.
A "block diagram of a representative control computer operating system is
shown in Figure V-2 , and a flow chart of its operation is presented in
Figure V-3
. The system has two principal components, a normal mode control «
routine, and an interrupt mode control routine. Communication between them
is accomplished automatically through the computer's interrupt system and
the programmed interrupt return.
In the normal mode, a program block scheduler determines the control pro-
gram that should be executed and then loads and executes it. During execu-
tion, a number of I/O control and mathematical function routines are avail-
able to the control program. If no control programs are waiting to be run,
the system inquires whether other work is waiting, or enters an idle rou-
tine. An interrupt (either clock or process) will return program control to
the control-program scheduler to reinitiate the control program sequence.
Interrupt mode operation requires the interrupt condition to be identified
and serviced, and program control returned to the interrupted program.
2.2 The Recording Functions
In performing the recording functions , the computer presents tabulated in-
formation ranging from raw data to more complex engineering data. Raw data
presentation includes variables of flows, temperatures, and pressures at































As proposed in Chapter IV, the recording functions for this scheme include:
a. Logging of plant parameters and conditions at required periodic
intervals and on demand.
b. Logging of engine orders and responses.
The logic for these functions is shown in Figures V-5 and V-6. The periodic
logging is scheduled "by the operating system, while the demand printout is
generated "by an operator-initiated interrupt.
2.3 The Supervising Functions
In the supervising functions, the computer acts as an important link be-
tween the propulsion plant and the operator. The computer scans input volt-
ages that represent physical variables and compares each scanned voltage
with the setpoint in its memory. In some cases, the scanned quantity is a
bit pattern representing the open and closed states of valves, the "on" or "off"
condition of motors, and the like. Visual/audible alarms are given when
limits are exceeded, and the alarm values are printed out. Under certain
conditions, such as equipment failure, it is desirable to have a history of
events preceeding the failure. To do this the computer is programmed to
preserve readings over a specified interval.
The supervising functions contribute significantly toward allowing engine
operation from the bridge (unattended machinery rooms) or from the control
room during abnormal situations or complex evolutions (see Figure V-T).
The supervising functions proposed in Chapter IV include:
a. Monitoring of plant parameters and detection and indication of


























































































b. Printout of alarm conditions including trend analysis.
c. Bridge and control room display of information to allow control of
the plant remotely
.
The logic for the supervisory functions are shown in Figures V-8 and V-9
.
2.k The Controlling Functions
The two sub-types of the control functions used in this scheme can be called
sequencing and variable control. The former involves emergency action pro-
cedures, simple startup/shutdown and maneuvering. The latter is the familiar
problem of closed loop control of interacting or non-interacting variables.
The emergency actions involving diesel shutdown or slowdown are in accord-
ance with reference (3) and are listed below:
Shutdown Slowdown
Low lube oil pressure to Low lube oil pressure to main
main engine and thrust engine and thrust bearing.
bearing. High temperature of thrust bear-
High temperature of thrust ing segment.
bearing segment. Low flow piston cooling oil outlet.
Low level in turbocharger Low pressure lube oil to camshaft.
oil tank.
It is assumed that when the same condition results in a slowdown and/or
shutdown, Burmeister and Wain intends that the latter be initiated at a
more severe condition (i.e., lower pressure or higher temperature) than the
former. Subsequent followap action shown in Figures V-ll through V-13 such
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casualty is not explicitly stated in reference (3) but is suggested by good
engineering practice.
Several other emergency action procedures involving no immediate shutdown
or slowdown are included in Figure V-13. On some unattended machinery space
installations, these conditions lead to engine slowdowns, but since refer-
ence (3) did not specify such, this feature was not specified, but temporary
corrective action was incorporated.
Simplified logic for startup following a short duration shutdown is shown
in Figure V-lU . A more detailed delineation would require knowledge of a
specific plant configuration.
Logic for maneuvering is shown in Figure V-15 . Due to the nature of the
large bore, low speed engine and the practice by Burmeister and Wain of us-
ing a Woodward governor for speed regulation, a complicated control scheme
for maneuvering and speed control is not necessary.
Closed loop control of other plant parameters is accomplished in standard
fashion (see Figure V-l6). The control algorithm used in each loop would
be dependent on hardware and the parameter being controlled.
3. Estimate of Process Control Computer Size .
Determination of the central processor size required for a control applica-
tion depends on several factors ; among the more important are the functions
to be performed, the number of points to be monitored, the speed with which
the points are scanned, the size and complexity of the interrupt system,
and the skill and efficiency of the programmer.
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The accuracy of any estimate of the size required will depend on the level
to which the programming has been developed. If the programs have been full
written in machine or higher level language, rules of thumb such as the fol-
lowing for Fortran, 8 bits/byte, h bytes/word can be utilized:
DO STATEMENT 15 bytes
IF STATEMENT 12 bytes
GO TO STATEMENT h bytes
ARITHMETIC OPERATION h bytes /operation
In making an estimate based on the level of logic development of this re-
port, such rules are of little value.
A rough estimate of the CPU size can be made by comparing the proposed con-
trol scheme contained herein with <nown sizes of systems now in use. Using
the computer systems discussed in Chapter I as a reference, it is estimated
that implementation of the control system proposed in this report would re-
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The procedure used in this paper to devise a computer control scheme for
a low speed diesel engine forms only a part of the procedure that would
be used in an actual installation involving perhaps far more than just the
engine itself, i.e., electric power generation, navigation, cargo handling,
etc. The procedure was of necessity abbreviated, and the scope limited so
that one person could carry out the task in a reasonable time frame; the
problem was simplified and certain vital considerations were not included.
The purpose of this chapter is to explicitly state some of these addition-
al considerations that the design team must reckon with in an actual control
system design.
2. The Systems Engineering Approach
The "systems engineering" approach to planning a computer control system
is commonly used in other computer applications , and may require modifica-
tion for use in the design of a shipboard computer controlled system, but
is presented here for informational purposes as being a useful method. It
views the problem as consisting of several major phases:
a . The Preliminary-Study Phase
In this phase, a variety of subtasks are addressed including:
(1) Management orientation—ensuring higher management has been
"educated" so that it may carry out its functions with the
project in mind.
(2) Specification of scope and goals—as emphasized previously,
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this function must be performed early in the project.
(3) Establishment of project administration—the success of
the project may well depend on personnel assigned and the
manner in which they are organized.
(k) Project-team orientation— training of the team by con-
tractors may be required.
(5) Technical survey—gaining a thorough understanding of the
systems to be controlled, operating procedures and the like,
(6) Economic survey—establishment of the economic feasibility
of the project; identification of the areas with the great-
est potential return.
(7) Specification of computer functions—formulation of a gen-
eral operating and control strategy for the computer;





(8) Evaluation and approval—an important check point to ensure
further effort will be worth the cost.
b . Equipment Planning Phase
This phase includes
:
(1) Preliminary computer system specifications—development of
an approximate configuration of the computer system.
(2) Equipment location—deciding where major components will be
located.
(3) Establishment of data requirements—determining parameters
to be monitored and controlled.
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(h) Survey of installed instruments—applicable only to systems
that are to "be modified.
(5) Determination of supplemental instrument requirements—same
as (h) above.
(6) Determination of equipment modifications and their costs .
(7) Planning computer inputs and outputs—detailed planning of
system inputs and outputs; signal processing and transmis-
sion requirements; man-machine interface requirements.
.(8) Instrumentation specification—determination of size, range,
response characteristics, sensitivity and signal level as
applicable; determination of cost.
( 9 ) Planning of instrumentation installation and configuration—
determination of component location; detailed signal level
specifications, filtering requirements, A/D conversion rate,
interrupt priorities; CPU storage size, speed, registers and
instructions
.
(10) Computer system pricing—self explanatory.
(11) Evaluation and final approval—a key go/no-go point.
c . Application-Development Phase
This phase addresses many of the more creative problems in system design
including:
(1) Computer training—contractor courses for operating person-
nel and programmers as necessary.
(2) Preparation of off-line programs—programs for process
modeling, data analysis techniques, and the like.
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(3) On-line program training—to acquaint programmers and opera-
tors with executive routines, monitor programs, scanning and
logging routines, etc.
(h) Collection and analysis of data—collection of needed data
beyond that obtained during the technical survey.
(5) Model development or refinement—sometimes an ongoing task
or perhaps utilizing an already existent model.
(6) Development of recording and reporting functions—development
of output reporting content and format.
(7) Development of operating and control strategy—construction
in detail of logic and control strategy.
(8) Development of process-monitoring functions—given specific
instruments, control system configuration, and operating
strategy, process monitoring details can be determined.
(9) Planning of on-line tests—to check out the model and the
entire computer control scheme.
(10) Programming of on-line operation—after the computer func-
tions have been developed, they must be programmed.
(11) Testing of programs—self explanatory.
(12) Training of operators—particular emphasis should be placed
on the man-machine interface.
d. Installation Phase
The final phase before operations includes
:
(l) Confirmation of computer specifications—includes final




(2) Order instrumentation—self explanatory.
(3) Modify the process—as applicable.
(U) Install instrumentation , test and calibrate—an important
step.
(5) Construction planning—details of the physical installation
are put on plans
.
(6) Installation of interface units—self explanatory.
(7) Installation and testing of computer system—often performed
by contractor personnel.
e. Operational Phase
This phase includes refinement of I/O data and format, maintenance re-
quirements and a host of other items as the system (and operators) are
broken in; it is a shakedown period. Only after this gradual phase-in
period can the system be truly called operational.
The above phases are shown in flow diagram form in Figure VI-1.
2
3. Economics
Although an economic analysis is not a part of this project, computer control
of an actual propulsion plant must face the same scrutiny as any other proj-
ect which competes for limited investment funds and personnel. The extent
of computer control, direct digital or otherwise, and the decision of
whether to install a computer system at all depends on its economic feasi-
bility.
The four main factors contributing to the total cost of a computer control








(3) installation costs; and (h) project staffing costs. Incentives
(positive cash flows) include possible reduced manning levels, reduced
operating costs, and increased availability of the ship.
Current evaluation techniques, whether of the net present value, payback
or other type must then be applied so that a decision can be made.
From at least a hardware standpoint, the future of computer control is
promising. Historically, the price of computers and associated hardware
have been decreasing at a significant rate. This coupled with factors of
increased operator experience and improved equipment reliability should
generate new interest in computer controlled systems.
h. Regulatory Body Requirements
The various major regulatory agencies associated with the marine field
have established recommendations (i.e., requirements for ship certifica-
tion) for designers in developing automated installations. Although the
regulatory bodies have varied prime interests which to some extent are re-
flected in their requirements, the feature of safety is common and empha-
sized in all. Integrity of control and reliability are stressed; all re-
quire that manual operating capability be retained as backup for the
automatic systems and for use in startup and shutdown of the plant. All
urge the definition of proper protective functions for the whole machinery
system, but the degree of explicitness varies as to minimum requirements
for major plant elements. A brief comparison of the significant differ-




This agency concerns itself with three major areas of automation: (l)
automatic control systems designed to keep plant parameters within control
limits; (2) monitoring and informational display systems; (3) remote con-
trol (i.e., bridge or control room) of machinery. For unattended opera-
tion, specific recommendations are directed toward alarm system responsi-
bility, control transfer and communications. Automatic recovery is not a
part of the system in the event of shutdown or reduced capability.
U. S. Coast Guard
The emphasis by this agency is directed toward fire and flooding alarms.
In addition, Coast Guard regulations permit limited automatic startup
after shutdown, thus moving further into the area of automatic recovery.
Alarm monitoring responsibility is directed to the engineers' quarters
rather than to the bridge watchstander
.
American Bureau of Shipping
ABS regulations generally are similar to those of Det norske Veritas.
Alarm monitoring is directed to the engineers' quarters. Control, monitor-
ing, and alarm functions are spelled out in considerable detail.
Lloyd's Register of Shipping
Lloyd's requirements, though brief, emphasize safety of ship and machinery.
Automatic systems, when installed, must protect the plant, bring faults to
the engineer's attention, and notify the bridge watch of any degradation
of propulsion capability.
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Automation of slow speed diesel engine propulsion plants has progressed
substantially since its introduction in the early 1960's. Today one could
say that automation, in one form or another, is widely used in the marine
field. On the other hand, control using digital computers has been success-
fully applied, but its use is far from extensive.
As in any practical situation, the economics of digital control have to
some large degree influenced the magnitude of its usage thus far, and will
continue to do so in the future. If current economic trends are a guide,
the decreasing hardware costs (combined with increasing operator experience
and reliability) suggest increased application of digital control techniques
Design of a computer control system is far from a simple task. It requires
application of skills which cross the normal disciplinary lines. Complete
system design, installation and subsequent operation constitutes a task of
proportions beyond the limited scope of this project.
Direct digital control is a technically feasible scheme, and one that offers
several distinct advantages. Hardware of requisite accuracy, durability,
compatibility, and reliability at reasonable cost seems to be available.
There are several whole plant digital control packages already at sea and a





Since this project was limited in scope, further development is necessary,
including:
a. Investigation of complete machinery plant control (including auxil-
iary generators, distilling plants, etc.; using DDC
.
b. Inclusion of additional features such as startup after long dura-
tion shutdown, heavy fuel operation, and the like.





Test bed data for the B/W 7K98FF engine are shown in Figure A-l. The
ideal diesel power-speed curves for constant fuel settings are derived
from this and are shown in Figure A-2 . The torque-speed characteristics
are in turn derived from this figure and are shown in Figure A-3. The
continuous service rating of the engine is 2^,500 metric bhp at 100 rpm
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